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A model is proposed for odd-odd nuclei in which the independent excitations 

are quasi-particles defined by a special Bogoliubov transformation and in which a_ 

finite range Gaussian c1enir~1 int
1
era6tion acts as the residual interaction. The 

. 140 I ,: ' . ,\. / 1 

model is applied to La '.-Jhere energy levels, wavefunctions, (d,p): spectroscopic 

factors, and Ml transition rates are computed and compared with experiment. 
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I. INTRODUcriON 

• 
In recent years many models of the nuclear many body problem have been 

deseribed in t.erms of independent excitations called quasi-particles. Kisslinger 
I 

. 1 
apd Sorenson studied systems of single closed shell nuclei in 1960. Since that 

time, several attempts have been made to ccxtend these techniques in heavier nuclei 

to systems that contain both neutrons and protons outside magic configurations.
2 '3, 4,5 

The neutron-proton interaction was assQmed to affect the single particle energies in 

some systematic way or was taken exp:J_icitly into account in first order perturbation 

theory. 
5 . 

Although Kisslinger and Sorenson concluded that their calculations were 
'1 j 

consistent with the limited amount of ~nformation on odd -odd nuclei that vJas avail-

I j . I 

able at that time, no detailed calculations using an odd-odd quasi-particle moqe;L 

•t~ere attempted. 

6 
In the previous paper we anal:y:zed data from measurements on the reaction 

1-'\CJ . I )-1-0 
.La··,' (d_;p)La-- . Tl1ese data ancJ data from other experiments'( ,S give information 

' a·bout (d,p) cross $ections ancl gantma-ray branchin'g ratios, as well as the spins 

a.rid parities of eleven states;. Therefore we decided to make a quantitative compari-

son beh1een experiment and theory for an odd-odd quasi-;particle model. 

In this model we assQme that the 50 proton 82 neutrofl. system forms an inert 

core. 
.. _,rd 

The self-consistent single particle energies for the 8) neutron are determined 

from eX}Jer hrtental data. For the seven valence protons vJe make a special Bogoliubov 

transformation to defj_ne quasi-particles. 'rhe energies arid >-mvefunctions for these 

independent ezcj_taU.om; n.re determined by solving the self--consistent problem for 

mini_miz:i.ng tl1e energy of eEJ.c]·l quasi-partj_cle stat.e. 'J'lms effects of core polariza-

t.Lon b:v tl1c IJ.np<·ti.rct:l ]Jl'Oi~ll.ll arc conf:d.c'lcr·<:~r'l. ]i'in::t]ly Lilt' rJClltrnn-.rroton :i.ntcract.ton 
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is ~onsidered both in first order perturbation theory and by diagonalizing it in 

a tl~ti.ncated quasi-particle basis. Since none of the experimental data 
6 ' 7 ,S indicates 

any phonon admJ.xtur•e in states wbich have· bee11 cl1aracterized, lve neglect those terms 

-· in the HEI,miltonian wltich introduce the quasi-particle correlations that generate 

coll_ecti ve vibrations. In sections II and III we give the mathematical details of 

the model, discuis l;low we fit the parameters of the model to the experimental data 

and give the results of the calculation. In section IV we compute (d,p) spectra-

scopic fi=lctors, garmna transition probabilities and compare the results with experiment. 

I 



r, 
I 
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II. THEORY 

82 1-2 
We consider that the f;ystem Sn,.S~ :forms an inert core -with respect to 

roi.nglc particle and collective excitat.i.on~:;. It contrHmter; only to the self-

consistent potential :for nucleons outside this core. With this approximation, the 

m-scheme Hamiltonj_an for the system may be vJritten in the occupation number represen-

tation as 

where 

H 

H 
np 

H +H +H 
p n np 

(1) 

+ 

(aaiv [13b) 
np 

In thir:> equation E 1 s are the single particle energies, C 1 s are annihilation operators 

for shell model particles, Greek letters designate the quantlL'll nlL'!lbers for a complete 

coet of compatibl~ observables in the a~:;sumed self-cons~istent potential for protons and 

Roman letters 'r]e~>ignatr:'~ thcGco qu:antum number::> for the neutron. 

If we a::;r;;ume that the r>ingle particle r3tates are generated from the usual sl-iell 

rnodel harmonic oscillator potential w:i.tll a dngle particle spin orbit term, then I a) = 

I 'JI(p)n "'£ 'j m ),9 and j_f we assume a trw1cated space :of only one .o~;;cillator shell, the 
ex''' a a a 

- 't'.·· 

""\. ·.;·', 
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proton sum.rnation is performed over the 1g7/ 2 ' 2d5/ 2 ' 3s1; 2 , 2d3/ 2 ' and lh11; 2 

orbJ··.Y:EJ.l:i:\ whJ'.le the SU'.ll for t·l.1e r1e- u·tron · t·l 2i' ~ ll ·zp . _ lS over 1e 
712

, JP
312

, _ ,1
9
/ 2 , J l/2 , 

215/2.' and u
13

/ 2 or;ib~tals. Even this highly truncated shell model calculation 

would be very laborious and probably nof physically illuminating. However, since 

in this region of the nuclear periodic table the description of even and odd-A 

systems in te~ms of independent quasi~particles which are defined by a ipecial 

Bogoliubov transformation is very good, 5 we make the transformation 

(2) 

+ Here s is a creation operator for qua$J-particles. The transformation coef-a · , !t 

f'icients are chosen so that the quasi-particle operators obey the anticom.rnutation 

relations for ferrhions arid t.hat they transform under rotations in the same manner 
.f 

tbat shell model par,ticles do. A set of sufficient conditions for the tr~:hsforma-

tion to be. canonical and for the system to be spherically sym.rnetrj_c are that ua and 

v are rea,l and that 
a 

v > 0 a 

1.1 a 
v 
a 
2. 

u + a· 

u 
Jcx 

V
ja 
2 

v = I a . 
J -m 

(-1) a o; 

(3) 

By defining s this way, vie have adopted the Condon .and Shortley phase conventions .
10 

. . a 

We will briefly outHne the treatment of H under a clpecial Bogo1iubov 
p 

transformation. ( - )11 For a more extensive description, se0.: Lane. We consider the 

.. 
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auxiliary Hamiltonian 

• 
H' = H - AN 

p p p 
(4) 

where N is the catmting operator for shell model protons and 'A. is a c-number. 
p 

After the transformation to quasi.-part icles, equation (!-r) may be \vritten 

.i where 

-k ·~ ( Of:3l vPPI 'YQ): c~~c; c5 cy 

)'0 

~ = - ~· 1: s sA (ex - ex I v I f3 - f3) uP. v P. 
ex f3 ex~ .. w ~~ 

(5) 
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12 
Here the SY!lJ.hol :AB: indicates that the product of operators is normal ordered. 

One can generate the Hamiltonian for a set of independent quasi-particles and 

at the same tj_me conserve the average number of shell model particles by choosing 

the v ,_, ''0. a..:J '..). that H20 vanisher; Jdentically and by cboos:ing 

n 

so that 

(6) 

·where n is the number of protons and 'Y is an arbitrary quasi-particle conf'ig-

urat:Lon. This requires that a set of r + 1 coupled equations must be solved for 

each · j'Y where r is the number of orbitals consi·dered in the problem. This is 

accomplished by an iterat:Lve techn~g_ue. Fbr riumerical simplicity and in order to:. 

reduce the number of parameters in the theory, we use a pairing force, i.e. 

(7) 

In order to minimize the energy of the ground state, the use of the pairing 

force requires that 

(8) 

Equations (3) _and (8) specify all sign conventions. It has been shown that this is an 

acceptal)le approximation for the actual two body force in pairing type matrix 

elements .J-3 We further :c:u:;srune that thh~ :Lnclependent quasi.-parti<:;le representation 

is good in the sense that tl~e matrix elements of H
1 

are .small and that we_ can 

,., ~· . 

c?" 

.... 
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neglect the correlations between the quasi-particles that the terms of H
1 

introduce. It is known Utat the lowest energy states that arise from such 

") 
correlations are collective and vibrational in characte1·. ·· 

that for single closed shell even-even nuclei in the mass 140 ,region the energy 

of this state is about 1. 5 MeV but as neutrons are added, the neutron-proton 

long range quadrupole force causes the energy of the lm·Jest vibrational state 

to drop sharply. H . L 140 . . l owever s1nce a lS a Slng e closed shell plus one nucleus 

and because there are experimental assignments for only the first 0.5 MeV of 

excitation, we assQ~e that we can neglect vibrational particle mixing. 

The state vectors fbr the independent quasi-particles are 

( 9) 

lo) is the quasi-particle vacuum and jo. ) is the shell model particle 
p 

82 132 
In th'is 'case it represents the fifty protons in the inert sn50 core. 

v1here 

vacuum. 

The transformation coefficients are now labeled v1ith respect to the single quasi-

particle state in order to indicate that blocking is nov1 considered explicitly. 

· Physically -we have effected a binding of six of the valence protons into a nevJ 

core so that we are now dealing ;,.Jith a two particle (one quasi-particle and one 

shell model particle) system. The basic states in such a system are g5.ven by 

[ ~+ c+] J I o, '> 
exaM ' 

(10) 

>vhere the bracket notation denotes vector coupling and jo') i,s the direct product 

I o) I o ) . 
n 



'·! 

where 

and 

-E\--

::· . ~ 

The ~atrix elements of H i.n this basis are given by 
np 

;, I 

' 

t = 2t+l 

I I 

2 
v 
yy ., 
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(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

Equation (J.J) is a special case of tlle matri_x element for .,the netltron-proton inter-

act:ion in the case wher:e both proton and neutron are·quasi-particles. 



. .7 
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F (jcxjt')) F(ja jb) 't( ut')CXuext3 ~a uab 

x < Iaia Jj Vnpl It')Ib J) 

-0-_, 

+ v v v v ) 
t')CX Cl-{3 ba a b 

~ <-). -J. nj:v ' l-J. -J. J I\ (U: U; - Vb V b)v2 
ja '~~ a' ., , ·. 'rl!P ''Y b 1 na, ab a a TI 
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(14) 

The formulas that we have presented asswne only that H is a two body np 

interaction. At present there are three different methods for treating this inter-

action. One may take a highly realistic interaction, i.e., one which explains two 

n(lcleon scattering, the deu:teron problem, and gives the correct results in nuclear 

matter caltt.i!l_ations, and then attempt to explain differences between experiment and 

theory by systematic cor.rections to the model. 'I'he second approach is to invent an 

interaction which has desirable analytic properties and can explain certain systematic 

features observed in many ~uclear spectra. The well-kno~m pairing plus quadrupole 

model is an example of this. Finally, one may choose an interaction which is suffi-

ciently simple to allow extensive calculations and even parameter fitting but which 

is complicated enough to simulate the properties of the realistic force. Such an 

·interaction vlill be model dependent, for it will depend on the assumptions of the 



f 
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m6Clel (e.g., the stability of the inert core), the extent to which the basic 

states approximate the Hartree-Fock self-consistent orbitals and the truncation of 

the Hartree-Fock single particle orbitals. The latter 1-1ill depend on the region 

of the nuclear periodic table, the number of valence particles and .the size of the 

computer. If the model is untested and there is only a lin1ited amount of experimen-

tal data, the third approach is perhaps the most useful since it not only allows one 

to dri;tw conclusions about the· physical assumptions built ,into the model but also 

makes predictions which can be tested experimentally. 

For the neutron-proton interaction, the Pauli principle does not exclude, 
I 

I ·' •·. 
any states of relative ·trrotibn. 1 Therefore the nu~ber~ of parameters for a 

sophisticate~ ,interacticm soon exceeds the number of available ;data. We 

reas,anablY 
' \ ! ' •. 

I i I :! ~·r! 
therefor,e: ! 

choose the simplest possible force capable of explaining the data. The simplest 
I 

reasonable neutron-pf•otc::n interact ions j_s the 5 -function. It, hmvever, fails to 

]·.a· 11+0 reproduce the experimentc1.l levels in ~ The next simplest force is' the fi.ni te 

range central intef.acti.on with Gaussi.an shape. We chose this interaction but 
"·' 

restricted it so that all exchange components of the force have the same range 

parameters. vii th this approximation 

(15) 

· .. 
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wl1ere for notational convenience 

:f 

·i}cxj~J) - lncxna(~c£cx)jcx(~£a)jaJ1vi) (16) 

In this equation, TIS is the singlet pro,jection operator, Pf3b is an operator which 

exchanges the proton and neutron quantum numbers in the ket vector, V' s are the 

strengths of the two body potential in the triplet even, triplet odd, singlet even 

and singlet oddstates, and r
0 

is the range of the force. 

where 

and 

-r2 /r2 
·( -J. -J. Ji· e pn 0 1-J. -J. J) = 2:: fk Fk 

ex a f3 b 
k 

2 2 
X r r dr dr 

p n p n 

'i I : 

(17) 

I I 

(18) 

(19) 

C· 

with the restriction that both (£cx+k+£f3) and (£a +k+£b) must be even, otherwise 

f = 0. 
k 

l"' 
The R(r)'s are the radial wavefunctions:..; and vk(r ,r) is the Legendre 

p n 

transform of the Ga1issian. 

:! 
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q 
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(20) 

(21) 

Finally let us consider the problem of conservation of particle nu.rnber in 

the proton',,quasi-particle wavefunctions. Equation (9) corresponds to an ensemble of 

nuclei each .~Iii th a. different num'Qer .of protons. 
. i ! 

i j 
However the ~verage hurnoer ~io,f . 

. protons taken over the ensemble is equal to the nu.rnber of valence protons. In 

order :for thi:·s to be true for each proton quasi-particle state, the f3CS equations 

I 

must be· solved for! each state with proper regard for c;onserving the average nu.rnber 

of particles. 
" . lJ 

·In doing this one blocks, -i.e., neglects, conjugate states one of 

which is occupied by the odd particle. In general, the v's for the various single 

particle states depend on the quasi-particle state, but since vie consider states 

with only one quasi-particle, their different spins and parities automatically 

make them orthogonal. For many nuclear properties simpler treatments than blocking 

are justified, but the en'ors in the eigenvalues are not small if the neutron-proton 

interaction is treated with basis state:; generated by operating with the varimts quasi-

particle creation operators on tJ1e same BCS solution. If the v's are chosen so 

that the expectatioq va1.1.1e of the number operator is n in the gt~onnd state, thel'J. a 

-~ 

.. 



·one 

J 
I j 

1 i 
l :; 

.! 
11 /, '; 

quasi-particJe/'statd 
' ... : / 1 
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for an orbital -well belm.; the Fermi surface gives an 

~,(n:H). 'l'hose states for orbitals \-Jell abov~ the Fermi 

surj;a:t5·~··have an} expectation value of ~(n+l). Therefore, the neutron in La
140 

/''" '• ; 
/ .. -""'"'"interacts with a differpnt average number of pro,tons depending on the state of 

,.,.,.,~~.r!"" 
. / the quasi-proton. Thu~ vlhen blocking is not considered, states which are pre-,...-

. dominantly hole have Ef higher energy relati.ve to particle states. In model 

' 16 calculations, Nilsson·, has shown that the blocking method may unduly reduce the 

pairing correlation and that correcti.ons due to blocking are often spurious \-Jhen 

states with different senori ty are being compared. Hm.;ever, since -we are con-

sidering only senority one states in the proton system, these:considerations are 

not im;portant. 
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III. 
ll.fO 

NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS FOR La-~ 

,, 

Before. evaluating the n-p force matrix ele:nents) vie seek a self-consistent 

iterative solution for the coupled BCS equations in order to determine the quasi-. 

proton energies and wavefunctions. To solve these equations it is necessary to 

specify a p-p interaction (we have chosen a pairing force) and a set of single 

particle levels. For s:i_ngle particle levels we choose the set used by Tamura and 

17 but ' bave altered lg7/2 2d5/2 spacing to \vi th the value obtained Udagawa we - agree 

by Kissltnger and Sorensen. 1 The value of the pairing force matrix element was 

chosen so th~t it reproduces the experimental lg
7
/ 2 - 2d

5
/ 2 separation in Lal39. 

These parameters) the quasi-particle energies) and the occupation probabilities 

are given in Table l. ! ! _; 
! ' 
l 

We would like to take both single particle proton energies and the single 

. . . . 132 
particle neutron energies f:r,om experimental data for one nucleon outside the Sn 

core. Unfortunately this is not.now possible and so in the case of protons) we have 

resorted to the use of calc111ated values for these parameters. Hov1ever for the 

neutrons we have taken the posj_tion of the single particle levels from the experi

mental woi'k of l<'ulm!=r et ~] . JB for Ce Jl.IJ. Since tl1is nuc~let<s has one neutron and 

1")2 
eigbt protons Olltside the Sn- core) it is necessary to correct for the effect of 

n-:-p residual interaction on the spacing of these levels. Cohsidering only first 

order efie~tsJ we find that 

(22) 

vJhere ,.:-
. ja 

13~ 
:Ln the vallle for sn· --' and E '-:-

Ja 
th . t 141 

l.:.3 ·- e cxpe:nmcn ,al value for Ce . The 

' 
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v
1

's represent the unblocked solution of ce
140 

(see Table l). Finally for the theory 

as formulated, ~e need to specify five parameters for the n-p interaction. Fo1rr of 

these are the·strengths of the interaction in the triplet-even, triplet-odd, singlet-

even, and si·nglet.,-odd states of relative motion. The fifth parameter is denoted by 

X and is given by 

X (23) 

Although v and r 0 have different physical meanings, only X has mathematical 

relevance. As ~e explained in the last section, the values of these parameters are 
' . . 

sen.sitive to the truncation of the ,~l:J.e·ll m9del and the quasi-pa±-ticl,e states. Sfnce 
I 

we expect that the model ~ill have validity only for the fourteen negative parity 

states that are predominately from the configurations generated.by the lg
7

/ 2 and 

2d
5
/

2 
proton quasi-particle states and the 2f

7
/ 2 neutron state, we have truncated 

the calc;ulation to include only the lg
712

, 2d
512

, and the 2d
3

/
2 

quasi-proton states 

and.the 2f
712

, 3p
3

/
2

; 2f
5

/ 2 Q.eutron shell model states. Each of these three quasi.:. 

proton states is specified by the five shell model orbitals that are listed in 
• .. 
'· 

Table l. To specify these five n-p force parameters we have used a least squares 
·' . 2 

search technique to find the minimum of X in this five dimensional parameter space, 

2 where X is the sum of the squares of deviations in energy after the theoretical 

spectru.rn has been no:rmalized to the experimental 7- state at 284 keV. We chose 

this state rather than the grmmd state because i.n our theoretical model this state 

6 
11ar:; no C()nfiguration ndxing and experimentaLly tbis ali:>o Geemr..; to be .true. · However 

exj?or:i.mentally lt Js found tl1u.t tl1c~ 5- g1:·ound :;tu.l.c 1:•: :.:t,~onr.r,Jy adnlixc~d bet1~eet1 the 
,!,~~ 



i 
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1g'7 /
2 

and 2d
5
/ 2 proton states and so its energy posit Jon -will be sensitive to tbe 

magnitude of, an off-diagonal matrj.x element and also to the .relative energy spacing 

.of the lg'7/2 and 2d5/ 2 quasi-proton .states. This latter quantity 

. ' . 139 140 
to change slightly from La to La because the neutron-proton 

might, be expected 

quadrupole inter-

action -will lower the energy of the vibrational phonon. In Figure l we compare the 

experimental level scheme with the theoretical predictions for these states. In 

Table 2 we list the energies and wavefunctions for all levels below 600 keV in 

excitation energy. The rriean deviation between tbe experimental and theoretical 

spectra is 52.keV. This spectrum was generated with a neutron-proton force having 

VTE = -37.00 MeV, ~TO -11.10 MeV, VSE ·- -37.00 MeV, vso = 11.10 MeV, and 
·' 

X = 1.'0. 
I 1'! ~ . . 



i 
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IV. WA VEFUNCTIONS 

A. (d,p) Spectroscopic Factors 

Under certain general assu..rnptions, 19 -the differential cross section for 

the (d,p) reaction may be written as 

where J. 
l 

A 

do-:y <T f jl - E s q:,(£,Q,f!) 
d\1. J. £ 

l £ 

is t~4 spin of the target nucleus, 

(2Lf) 

is the spin of the residual 

nucleus{ and ·S
2

'Y ·Is the spectroscopic factor. The last factor, called the single 

. particle cross section, is assumed to depend on the Q-value, the or'Qi tal angular 

momentum of the st:ripped neutron, and.the angle of the outgoing proton~. The spey-
, Jj/' :. I' . . ; ', 

troscopic fac'tdr i~ ~ sum of overlap integrals 

s"'~ 
£ 

2: 
._,+.1. 
J-x.-2 

I 
140 

If we write a· state vector in Ja as 

.. 'Y 
'P Jf\1 -

then the overiap integral for the state labeled 'Y is 

·,. 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

He:r:c~ \fl(3. d~;;r:wte:;; the Lu:·g:r·~t gruurH:I :::ta Lt'; lvh:Lc;h \ve D.:::Hun~t: Lo l:H:.:: a pure Jg~ .. / 0 quas1-
l ~-

proton state, ancf:1/Jb represents the sp1n angle part of tlle strj_pped neutron's ~~ave-

function·. 

J 
I 

/ 
~ ,, 



! 
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No experimental evidence exists from the (d,p) reaction
6

for £-mixing in 

the states observed to ')80 keV excitation. 'J'herefore experimental spectroscopic 

factors are extracted by assuming that tl1e 2r
7
/ 2 state is the only single particle 

neutron component in the wavefunctions and by assuming that the 7·- state at 284 keV 

is entirely from the lg?/2 quasi-proton configuration. 

In Table 3 the experimental s
3 

values are compared with the calculated 

values from the wavefunctions that are listed in Table 2. Also in Table 3 we 

compare the theoretical and experimental differential cross sections normalized 

to the· value for the 7- state at 284 keV. In computing the theoretical cross 

sections, we have used the DWBA single particle cross sections obtained from fitting 

6 
angular distributions f'or 65o in the.:taboratory frame. The experimental inte~sities 

I ' ' ,· I 

for· the jl keV, the 43 keV, and the 38 l\:eV states were deduced by assuming that the 

lg?/2 and 2d
5
/ 2 proton states and the 2f7/ 2 neutron states were the only components 

in the state vectors. This was consistent with the total unresolved intensity of 

these three states. This calcula:tion underestimates c<;Jnfiguration. mixing betv1een 

the lg?/2 and 2d5/ 2 proton quasi-particle states for spins 1, 2, and 3 and this is 

consistent with the incorrect energy ordering in the lowest states .. If one allows 

the spacing between the lg?/2 and 2d
5
/ 2 quasi-proton states to be an additional 

parameter, then a slightly improved energy fit and much better (d,p) predictions 

can be obtained. Insofar as this parameter has any physical significance, it 

probably simulates the first order effects of particle phonon coupling. The 

~ predictions for the other states seem to be j_n good agreeinent with the (d,p) data. 
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B 1 Ml Transition Probabilities 

This discussion of gam.rna transition probabilities is based on 'chapter 17 

10 
of de -'Shali t and Talrni. 

In the long wave approximation, the transition probability is given by 

2A.+l 8rr(L+l) . , 1 6E
1 

( 
' · ) I I ] L[ 2lri~l • • l'i ',J'ic! 

(28) 

where L is 'the multipolai'ity of the transition, 6E is the energy of the transi-

tion, .t is an ipdex so that t = e denotes an electric multipole and t == m 

denotes a magnetic multipole. The reduced transition rate is given .by 

(29) 

tL 
Here OM.('r) is the one body multipole moment operator where -r == l denotes a proton 

and T == 2 denotes a neutron. In general, for any one body operator' we have 

( '7o'7 ·j tL(·)I'7o'7. 
J""J~Jj.Mf·. OJVl ·t Jr-<,JtJ.M.) 

u. o ... ·. I·') J. l 
·~' 

(30) . 

(31) 

+ (1 - 5 1) 
1' ' . 

.. 
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where (-l)T = -1 for operators which are odd under time reversal and (-l)T 1 

for operators which are even. Equation(29) can then be written as 

(32) 

After decoupling the reduced matrix element, . equation (32) ma;y be >vri tten as 

j + j +J·.+L 
x [ ( -l) ex a· 1 

( . . J . " I .1:.. .. i J , '] 
(
.-:-:- -:-:- ); "lX f a( 

R :JcxJRl 'J . L I 
f-' I . Jp I 

I l f-' I ' ,. 

jcx+ jb +J f+L r ja J fjcxl 
+ (-1). ~<'J . L .·' ' t . Jb. l l ., ' 

. . I 

. ' ) 

(33) 

Experimental information exists only for Ml transition probabilities.
6 

The 

recJ.dced single particle d~iagonal tnatrix elen1er1t for tl1e Ml. multipole operator is 

where 

. '!,· 

1 

[ (3/47T) j(j+1)(2j+1)] 2 g£j(eti/2Mc) (34) ' 

\ 

g£. is the gyromagnetic: ratio for the state that has orbital angular momentum 
. J 

£ and spin j. The· none-diagonal elements with our phase conventions are given by 
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l.,n-212J'!Ioml,l.lni.1.2£1J·I) = (-l)j-f+~(g"-gc:_)[43Tr 2£(£+1) ~ ~ 
\ . "' "' (2£+1)] 2Mc 0£,£' 

0
n,n 1 (35) 

where gs .and g
2 

are the spin and orbital angular momentum gyromagnetic ratios. 

For convenience we define dimensionless reduced transition probabilities B 1 by 

(i·ITr/3 )( e11/2Mc)-~ .(1) 
. rn 

(36) 

If the transition· energy is expressed in MeV, then 

'T (1) - 4.25 X 10
12 

(6 E) 3 B 1 (1) sec -l 
.. m · m (37) 

I I 

Si~ce details of the interaction (e.g., neglect of tensor force) might 

considerably influence the amount of configuraticn mixing, we computed transition 

probabilities not only for the theoretical wavefunctions but also for · 

' . ( 0 experimental wavefunctions extracted !'rom tihe d,p) experiment. In Table 4 -v1e 

··.tabulated the reduced transition probabilities and the .transition probabilities 

for all possible M•l tranr;:i. tions between r:>tates 1Jelow '579 l\.eV in excitation. In 

theory I we use the waveftmctions from Table 2 and Sch.rnidt limit gyromagnetic 

ratios. In theories II and III we used wavefunctions extractedfrom the (d,p) 

. t 6 ' exper-lmen . Of course only absolute values of the. state vector 1 s -coefficients 

·can be obtained. However since there are only b~o components in the expansion 

(see reference 6, Table 5), vie can specify the vectors if we assu.'ne a sign for 

the off.:.diagonal.fnatrix element of the Hamiltonian matrices of angular momentum 

one, two, and three. We.'. choose .. this .sign to agree with that of the theoretical 
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matrix element.. Theory II uses Schmidt limit gyromagnetic ratios and theory III 

uses effective gyromagnetic ratios. These 1-1ere deduced from magnetic moment 

20 139 141 . 141 . 
data on the nuclei La (lg?/2 ), Pr (2d5; 2 ), and Ce (2f

7
; 2 ). The relative 

rates are normalized to the most intense gam.rna ray that depopulates each parent 

state. 7 The experimental data are taken from the work of J. S. Geiger, et. al. 

The very limited· experimental data do not offer a very good test of the theoreti

cal wavefunctions or of the consistency of our model vii th (d,p) and gam..rna ray 

data. Hov1ever both theories II and III give acceptable results. Underestimating 

the configuration mixing probably also explains the discrepancies that occur in 

theory I. 

i ' 

' / 
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v. DISCUSSION 

In tl • j • t' t d tJ 'b'-\'t f d 'b' T~ 140 , ns paper we 1ave lnves ,J_ga e - 1e poss1. L.J. y o escrl lng .Lr:::t. 

in terms of tw~': interacting _particles, a sl1ell model neutron and a quasi -proton. 

A quasi -proton is defihei:l by searching for the vector '-Jhich ~Si ves a minimum 

expectation value for the energy of each spin and parity in a class of vectors 

which are mole general than those given in the Hartree-Fock approximation. In-

deed the quasi-proton describes not only independent excitations of the Hartree-

Fock type but also senority zero correlations between pairs of protons. Thus in 

.the shell model representation, the quasi-particle is pa'rtly particle in nature 

and partly l-lole. The diagonal neutron-proton matrix elements in the La
140 

·problem (see equation 
I I 
'' 

energy of interaction 

(ll))reflect this by. not 

I 

bet\-Jeen the neutron and 

only takjing: in to as count the: 
' i 

conjugate pairs of protons but 
l 1 

also by ·:forming a linear combination of two body parti,cle-particle and particle-

:'.~ 

hole n}atrix elements. Thus the calculation predicts that the lowest energy 

member of the [ (lg
7
/

2
)

0 
2f

7
/

2
;JM) configuration is 6-. This is consistent vlith 

21 
the Brennan and Bernstein rule for the ground state of particle hole odd-odd 

nuclei. The lowest member of the I (2d
5

/ 2 )
0 

2f
7
/

2
;JM) configuration is also 6-

which is consistent with the rules for particle-particle configurations. These 

results occur be.cause the BCS calculations show that for 57 protons the lg
7
/

2 

orbital is predominantly full and the 2d
5
/

2 
orbital is predominantly empty 

(see ·rable 1). The only way a )- state eould be the ground state would be by 

~xtensive configuration interactions. 
6 

Ex1)er imentally the ground state appears 

to have large configuration ad.rnixtures but theoretically >-Je get a very pure 1mve-

function for the lowest·3- state in particular with ~espect to mixing of the 2d~/2 •' J 

proton or1!j_ tal. 

... 
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The major discrepancies in the wavefunctions seem to be in states of spin 

1, 2, and 3-. 'J:n all cases we appear to underestimate the amount of lg
7
/

2 
and 

2d
5
/

2 
proton mixing. This is reflected in the 1- and 3- states which have relative-

ly poorer fits to the energy levels. 

At~empts to explain ~a140 using a simple particle hole shell model failed as 

did the odd-odd quasi-particle model with a delta function for neutron-proton force. 

Use of a central force gives reasonable agreement between the theory and the knovm 

experimental levels. Although the wavefunctions for the lower spin states seem to 

underestimate con~igurat1on mixing between the lg
7
/ 2 and 2d

5
/ 2 proton orbitals, use 

of the model wavefunctions obtained from the (d,p) experiment give results not in-

cons1st.ent wHh the very limited gamma ray data. ,'The theoretical moqel predicts 
'·' ' I'' I ' . : I ' ; ' i '. I' 

' ' ( I I . 

that there are appreciable, admixtures of higher neutron co'nfigurat
1

ions ,j_n fsome of 

the low energy states. Th; energy resolution in the (d,p) experiment
6 

vJas suffi-

ciently poor that angular distriqutions had to be made on groups of peaks. There-
1 

fore even appreciable admixtures 1in the lov1er spin states would not be detected 

in.the angular distributions. The present calculation also predicts the location 

of the unobserved negative parity states of spin 4, 5, 6. It will be particularly 

interesting to find the second 6- state since it is predicted to be 200 keV below 

the 3- state and this prediction is quite insensitive to the neutron-proton inter-

action that was chosen. 
I 

Whether the underestimate of configuration mixing is due 

to the choice of force, the truncation of basic states, or the neglect of phonon 

ad..rnixtures is problematic. The answer to this question must vJai t until realistic 

.interactions and the serious study of the entire mass 140 region with Hartree-Fock 

Bogoliubov theory are undertaken. 
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Table l. 

V Coefficients 
"'' 

Quasi- Single Quasi-
Particle Particle Particle r... [61_) lg7/2 

0" 
lh11/2 2d3/2 3s1/2 c_Q5/2 

State Energy Energy 
p 

Vacuum 0.441 0.884 0.8505 0.4823 0.2328 0.1728 0.1543 

lg7/2 0.00 0.0 0.386 o. 713 0.8590 o.L~165 0.1879 0.1387 0.1237 

2d5/2 1.00 0.166 0.194 0. 718 0. 7939 0.3557 0.1725 0.1302 0.1169 

lh11/2 2.18 1.091 0.156 0.763 0.7747 0.3591 0.1791 0.1360 0.1224 

2d 2.88 l. 727, 0.149 0.774 0.7712 0.3607 0.1810 0
1
.1376 0.1239 

3:/2 
I ;I ' i 

I o. 778 0.7701 
! c: I 

0 .l81E5 0.1381 , o',. ' 
3sl/2 3.20 1.931 0.147 0 .3o13 



Table 2. 

STATE VECTORS . 
. " 

Spin Energy lg7 /2 lg7 /2 lg7 /2 2d5/2 2d5/2 ·. ~~5/2 - ~-d3/~ . , ,,~d3/2 ---,-~--2d3/2 

Parity (MeV) 2f7/ 2 ·•·· 3p3/ 2 2f5/ 2 2f7/ 2 3p3 /2::~-· 2f5/ 2 · 2f7; 2 3p3; 2 · 2f5;2 

0- 0.620 0. 9530~' -- -0.2130 0.2152. 
.:,·.· 

j_- 0.027 .. 0.2037 0.0049 -0.9387 -0.2393 . 0.0940 0.1056 -0.0030 . 

l- 0.366 0.9530 0.1594 0.1723 0.1741. 0.0274 0.0576 0.0480 .•. 

2- 0.050 0.2362 -0.0195 0.0024 0.8962 0.1444 -0.0946 0.3192 O.d202 -0.0921 

2- 0.155 0.9611 -0.1088 0.050~: -0.2426 -0.01;3:7.: 0.0236- -0.0158 0.0292 0.0332 

0.069 0.9892 -0.1261 0.0474 0.0028 0.0289 
I 

3- 0.0295 o:o121 0. 0390 0.0050 1\) 
()) 
I 

3- 0.391 0.0325 0.0506 0.0188 -0.9760 -0.1833 0.0095 0.0539 0.0733 -0.0293 

4- 0.025 0. 9938 -0.0926 0.0266 0.0248 0.0304 -- -0.0058 0.0356 0.0131 

4- 0.196 0.0351 -0.0250 0.0061 -0.9353 -0. 306_4 0.0805 -0.1424 0.0515 

5- 0.015 0.9900 -0.1270 0.0280 0.0106 0.0231 o. ol~91 

5- 0.437 0.0149 0.1236 0.0040 ~0.,9533 -- .... -0.0835 0.2621 

6- -0.165 0.0867 -0.0017 0.9962 

r 0.0:;>2 0.9962 -0.0000 -0.0867 o-

7- 0 .• 284 l.O 
c:; 
@ 
t:-t 
I 

f-' 
. 0\ 

0\ 
---- .. - --- 'rS 

... ·~ :i"-· I 
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~ Table 3· 

.. 
Energy Spin 7T [ 83] [ 83]exp Relative Relative 

keV th Intensity Intensity 
Theoretical Experimentally 

579 0- 0.91 1.0 0.06 0.05 

43 1- 0.04 0.66 0.01 0.13 

467 1- 0.93 0.35 0.19 0.0( 

31 2- 0.06 0.48 0;02 0.16 

162 2- 0'.93 0.52 0.32 0.1( 

0 3- 0.98 0.81 0.47 0.38 

319 3~ 0.001 t< 0.18 0.00 0.09 ' i; 

63 4- 0.99 1.0 o.6o 0.58 

38 5-- 0.98 1.0 0.74 0.73 

. 49 
,-

0. 99-l ' 1.0 0.86 0.85 b-

284 7- 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

-~ 



Table 4. 

Spin Energy Spin ,EnergY Transi,- Type Rate Rela-'~. 
.,. 

Parity· (MeV)~-Parity (MeV) tion TH.~I tive· 
Ini ti.al Final Energy Sec-l Rate. 

(MeV) TH.:-1, .. ' 

~- -

0- 0.580 l- 0.466 0.114 Ml 8 .80Xl010 0.23'. 

l- 0.043 0.537 Ml 3 .90Xl0
11 

l.O 

1- 0.466 2- 0.162 0.304 M1 1.00x1012 
l.O 

1- 0.043- 0.423 M1 7 .87x1o
10 

0.0'79 

2- 0.030 0.436 M1 12 l. 24x10 . 1. 2-.. 

2- 0.162 1- 0.043 0.119 M1 1. 75><10
10 0.12 

2- 0.0)0 0.132 Ml 2.22X109 0.016 

3- . 0. 0.162 Ml 1.40><1011 
l.O 

l- 0.043 2- 0.030 0.013 Ml 
8 

2.45><10 1.0 

2- 0.030 3-' 0. 0.030 Ml 9.05x10 7 1.0 

4'1"" -~ 

Rate Rela-
TH. -II tive 
Sec-l Rate 

TH. -II 

3.70Xl0
10 

0.0051 

12 
7. 28x10 <:. l. o 

2. 59x10l2 
l. 0 

12 
l.90x10 _ 0.13 

1. 52x1o
12 

o. 59 

4 . 8 9.5 x10 0.004 

7 .56x109 0.032 

11 2.36xlO 1.0 

1.(4x108 
l.O 

8.03x1o5 l.O 

. ~ ":. :.· ·• ... '. 

Rate Rela- Experi-
TH-III- tive -- mental 
Sec-1 Rate Branching 

TH.III Ratios 

3 .98x1o
10 

0.0051 0.00069 

7 .84xlo
12 

LO l.O ·-

l. 86x1o12 · l. o l.O 

1.24x1o12 
0.67 0.56 

5.34xlo
11 

0.29 0.53 

1.04x10 
8 0.0005 0.011 

6.93><10 9 0.036 0.047 

l. 96x:L0
11 

l.O l.O 

l.35xlO 
8 

1.0 l.O 

3.65x1o7 l.O ·l.o 

/ 'Y~. 

.#.~ iJ 

·.-. 

.J' 

I 
\..N 
0 
I 

c::: 
@ 
t-1 
I 

!-' 
0'\ 
0'\ 

'iB 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. Comparison of energies between calculated and experimentally determined 

t t . l40La ,s a es 1n . 
' 

. ~·. 
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Quasi particle calculation for states in La140 
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